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Solution 
ManpowerGroup Solutions serves as the client’s entire 

recruitment function, hiring high–volume operations positions, 

as well as business roles, supply chain and quality assurance 

roles. ManpowerGroup Solutions designed the end–to–end 

Recruitment Process Outsourcing (RPO) solution from the 

ground up to mirror the client’s organizational structure. An 

onsite team of 21 ManpowerGroup Solutions recruitment 

subject matter experts formed relationships with the client’s 

business line leaders to engage them in a new hiring process 

that’s consistent company–wide. The team takes recruitment 

marketing to a higher level in order to attract and acquire the 

highly–specialized candidates for the client’s remote

Midwestern location. As the client’s production has increased, 

ManpowerGroup Solutions’ RPO has scaled to match the 

client’s evolving hiring needs. ManpowerGroup Solutions 

has developed a solid talent pipeline that provides increased 

options for hiring quality candidates while driving effi ciencies in 

cost and time to hire.
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Client Situation 
For one brand–name automotive supplier, elimination of its 

recruiting team became unavoidable when the automotive 

industry took a sharp economic downturn. The company

engineers, designs and manufacturers unique, technologically–

advanced parts for consumer and commercial vehicle companies 

worldwide. As the industry rebounded, the company remade

itself into a leaner organization—with plans to outsource 

hiring—rather than manage the function in–house. A spike 

in customer orders created an urgent need to attract and 

engage specialized talent. 
C A S E  S T U D Y

RPO Brings Expert 
Talent Acquisition
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Results
As the exclusive RPO provider, ManpowerGroup Solutions 

is integral to the client’s mission to drive world–class 

performance and delivery of exceptional products and services. 

ManpowerGroup Solutions has fi lled 300 engineering, IT and 

fi nance professional roles, and 700 hourly positions at the 

remote location within the last year. The client’s performance

improved by reducing days to fi ll:

• Hourly positions reduced from 6.9 days to 5.6 days

• Salary positions reduced from 44 to 32 days


